
FACEBOOK
ADVERTISING



WHAT ARE
FACEBOOK ADS? 
Facebook ads are paid messages from
businesses that are written in their voice and
help reach the people who matter most to
them. Advertisers create campaigns that have
specific goals, which we call advertising
objectives, and they create ads within those
campaigns to help them reach those
objectives.



WHAT DO
FACEBOOK ADS
LOOK LIKE? 

Appear in specific places on Facebook
called placements. Ads can appear in the
desktop or mobile version of News Feed and
in the right column of Facebook.



WHAT DO FACEBOOK ADS LOOK LIKE?



HOW
MUCH DO

FACEBOOK
ADS COST? You decide how much you want

to spend on your ads by setting
a budget for each campaign

you 'd like to create. Facebook
use an ads auction system

where you let them know how
much you 're willing to bid to

have your ad shown to the
audience of your choice. These
bids are based on the cost per
click on your ad or the cost per

impression on your ad.



GUIDE FOR
USING TEXT IN AD
IMAGES
Adding a relevant image of your product or service can be one of the most
powerful factors in determining the success of your Facebook ads. When an
image is used, it is advised that we include as little text as possible on the image
itself. Facebook recommends placing the texts in the post, rather than the image.
Research has shown that people prefer to see ads with minimal image text.

If the proportion of text to image is too high, your ads may not reach its full
audience.



GUIDE FOR USING
TEXT IN AD IMAGES
Tips: 

If you need to include text in your image,
try reducing the font size of your text. 

Make sure most of the text you use is in
the text box instead of directly on the
ad's image. 

Avoid spreading text all over the image.



EXAMPLES OF TEXT OVERLAY IN ADS
Preferred Text 

 
These ads are considered ideal because all the copy used for these ads is in the text

box, instead of directly in the image.



EXAMPLES OF TEXT OVERLAY IN ADS
Low Text

 
These ads are considered to have moderate text. Each of these ads has most of their

copy in the text box, but there's still some copy directly on the images in each of them.



EXAMPLES OF TEXT OVERLAY IN ADS
Medium Text

 
These ads are considered to have heavy text. Each of these ads has about half of their
copy in the text box and about half of their copy on the images used in their ads. The

delivery for these ads will likely be severely limited.



EXAMPLES OF TEXT OVERLAY IN ADS

High Text
 

These ads are considered to have too much text. These ads will likely not deliver.


